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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE INTERROGATORIES TO THE UNITED
PARCEL SERVICE WITNESS KEVIN NEELS (T-3)
USPS/UPS-13-I.

On page 28, lines 13-15 of your testimony, you state: “I would

expect emergency contract and exceptional service movements to contain, on
average, a mail mix with higher proportions of Express Mail, Priority Mail, and
First Class Mail than do regular movements”. Do you have any data to support
your expectation? If so, please provide copies of all such data.

USPS/UPS-13-Z. Please’ refer to page 29, line 19 and page 30, lines i-2, of
your testimony. You state: ‘As noted in the A.T. Kearney Data Quality Study,
published TRACS procedures provide inspectors with too much discretion in how
they select items for testing and thereby allow operational pressures to bias the
sample”. Please confirm that you are referring to the sentence on page 86 of the
Data Quality Study Summary Report, which states “In particular, the item
selection procedures in TRACS appear to involve significant data collectors
discretion”. If you do not confirm, please provide the specific quotation to which
you are referring from the Data Quality Study.

USPS/UPS-T3-3. Please refer to your discussion of the TRACS sample design
on page 35, lines 16-20 of your testimony. Please confirm that by ‘mail mix’, you
are referring to the cubic-foot-miles by mail category. If not confirmed, please
provide a precise definition for your usage of the term ‘mail mix’.

USPS/UPS-T34
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On page 7, lines 1-3, of your testimony you state:

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE INTERROGATORIES TO THE UNITED
PARCEL SERVICE WITNESS KEVIN NEELS (T-3)
‘...the upgrading of capacity that occurred was the result of a Postal
Service decision made in advance of the request for bids, and not in response to
low bids received for higher capacity aircraft.”
(a)

Is it your understanding that the Postal Service did not know that

727s were likely to produce low bids when it solicited service for the WNET?
Please explain.
(b)

Is it your testimony that the Postal Service did not have the

experience to understand the market for cargo aircraft in 1999? Please explain.

USPS/UPS-T3-5

When discussing the premium associated with the Western

network, is it your understanding that the premium is associated with the cost of
overnight operations only? Please explain any answer other than an unqualified
“yes”.

USPS/UPS-T36

On page 7, beginning at line 4, you discuss a document

from 1995 provided by witness Pickett.
(a)

Is it your understanding that the matters which might have given

rise to the “concerns” expressed in that document were unaffected by events
between 1995 and 19997 Please explain,
(b)

Please state all events from 1995 to 1999 that you understand may

have affected the decision to “expand and upgrade the network”.
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(cl

Is it your understanding that the discussions in the document relate

to overnight WNET operations alone, daytime WNET operations alone, or both
overnight and daytime WNET operations? Please explain.
(d)

Please confirm that the document in question refers only to WNET

operations and not to Eagle operations. If not confirmed, please explain.

USPS/UPS-TJ-7

In one of the documents cited on page 7 of your testimony,

the author twice mentions “later departure times” for aircraft in a new WNET. Is
it your understanding that later departure times must have occurred solely within
the scope of overnight WNET operations? Please explain fully.

USPS/UPS-T3-3

With regard to WNET, you conclude on page 7, ‘Yhe network

was not sized primarily...for Express Mail.” You further note that “the Western
network as it is presently configured exists to accommodate Priority Mail as
much as to accommodate Express Mail.”
a)

b)

Are you referring to
(1)

the overnight WNET?

(2)

the daytime WNET?

(3)

both the overnight and daytime WNET?

In your opinion, is an overnight air network needed to

“accommodate” a product with an overnight delivery guarantee? Please explain
fully.
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cl

Is an overnight network needed to “accommodate” a non-

guaranteed product with a two-day intercity service commitment? Please explain
fully.

USPS/UPS-T38

Please refer to the “Executive Summary’ document provided

by witness Pickett. At the bottom of the first page of that document, it says that
the capacity to move First Class and Express Mail “must be retained under the
expanded WNET.”

Is it your testimony that the capacity of the WNET was not

sjzed, as you use the term, for First-Class Mail? Please explain.

USPS/UPS-T340

On page 8 of your testimony you state that:

“Smaller aircraft are generally less expensive to operate than larger
aircraft.”
(a)

To what specific expenses are you referring?

(b)

Are smaller aircraft faster than larger aircraft?

(c)

If a smaller aircraft is substantially slower than a larger aircraft, is it

your opinion that such a shortcoming is irrelevant in the operation of an overnight
network? Please explain.

USPS/UPS-T34 1 Please refer to your discussion of the Eagle network
beginning on page 9, line 15.
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(4

Is it your understanding that Express Mail always constitutes 24

percent of the load on the Eagle network? Please explain.
(b)

Is it your understanding that the overnight Eagle network is sized

for the average percentage of volume of Express Mail on the network as a
whole? Please explain.
(c)

If Express Mail constituted 50 percent of the load on an inbound

Eagle 727-200 flight 50 percent of the time, would you recommend using a DC915? Please explain.
(4

If Express Mail constituted 50 percent of the load on an outbound

Eagle 727-200 flight 50 percent of the time, would you recommend using a DC915? Please explain.

USPS/UPS-T3-12.

Please refer to Table 1, on page 6 of your testimony,

entitled “Base Year Eagle and Western Network Volume Percentages by Mail
Class”. Please confirm that these are pound-mile percentages and not volume
(piece) percentages, by mail class. If not confirmed, please provide a detailed
explanation of how volume (piece) percentages were obtained.

USPS/UPS-T3-13

Please refer to Table 4 on page 23 of your testimony, to your

workpaper CSlQNXW.XLS,

and to the table attached to this interrogatory.

Please confirm that the attached table provides an accurate summary of your
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development of the highway costs shown in Table 4. If you do not confirm,
please provide a summary with the same level of detail as in the attachment.
If you do confirm, please attach the attachment to this question to your response.
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